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1 - introduction

Les Casse-Cou  invite you to participate in this year-end  2014 GT1 Endurance
championship in 2014.
 
This regulation stipulates all the terms of the championship, and must be "Read
and Accepted" when registering .

By accepting this settlement you agree to participate in a maximum of rounds
(60% attendance rate is the minimum acceptable) .

You will be asked to indicate your presence to each round.

2 – The organizing team

- Fabs
- Faburne
- Marc
- Romain F
- Taranis

3 – registration and validation

Conditions of registration

Drivers  whose  participation  in  the  championship  has  been  validated  must  be
registered before September 12, 2014 management system called SLS:
http://lcc.ddns.net/sls/index.php

As to validate its participation to each round in the championship, a minimum of
preparation on the training server is requested for each driver.

- All drivers must comply with the rules, be fair-play , and be able to run and
drive in a clean manner. 

- All  drivers  must  carry  at  least  four  hours  on  the  first  circuit  of  the
championship to get the validation of registration, in order to prove to the
organization the seriousness of his candidacy.

- The  organization  reserves  the  right  not  to  accept  some  drivers  without
having to justify it.

Laps and time viewer here :
http://lcc.sytes.net/champflat6/hotlaps.php?TrackName=Norisring+2009&Lang=fr

http://lcc.sytes.net/champflat6/hotlaps.php?TrackName=Norisring+2009&Lang=fr
http://lcc.sytes.net/sls/index.php


4 - Calendar

Saturday, 09/13/2014 : Test race : Rouen – Les Essarts (France)

Saturday, 09/20/2014 : Round 1 : Rouen – Les Essarts (France)

Saturday, 10/04/2014 : Round 2 : Sebring (United States)

Saturday, 10/25/2014 : Round 3 : Interlagos (Brazil)

Saturday, 11/15/2014 : Round 4 : Eastern Creek (Australia)

Saturday, 11/29/2014 : Round 5 : Autopolis (Japan)

Saturday, 12/13/2014 : Round 6 : Nurburgring Nordschleife (Germany)

5 – The championship

The GT1 Endurance Championship 2013 takes place in 6 rounds composed of one
long race each. 

A- Mod and categories
 
- Mod version: Endurance Series v 2.1 by EnduRacers
-  Available  Chassis: Aston-Martin  DBR9,  Chevrolet  Corvette  C6.R,  Lamborghini
Murcielago R-GT,  Saleen S7.R

B- Custom skin patch

Pilots have the ability to customize their cars.
A patch will be done every Thursday before the race.
The skins should be sent to lescassecousimracing@gmail.com before midnight each
Wednesday leading up to the race. 

C- Race format and running time

- Each round consists of one qualifying session and one endurance race:
 
Schedule (times are given in Central Europe Summer Time for rounds 1, 2 
and 3, in Central Europe Time for rounds 4, 5 and 6, i.e Paris/Brussels 
time):

8:00 p.m. to 8:20 p.m. Qualifying ( 20 min)
8:02 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Warm up (10 min)
8:30 p.m. Formation Lap - Rolling Start Race 90 minutes



 D- Practice and training

- The server is available 24h/24h

- All pilotes have to train as much as possible on the server and have to respect all
others pilotes by driving fairly.
 
-  For each round the server  will  be started on a "Free Practice" session for  a
duration of 2 hours.

E- Qualifications

Pilotes on their launching lap or deceleration lap have to respect blue flag
and have to keep out of the way of pilotes running qualifications.

Qualifications will last 20 minutes, without lap count limit.

 F- Starting grid and procedure.
 
- The starting grid for the race will be determined in the order of the best lap times
achieved by each driver during the qualifying session.

- How to start

Rolling start after a formation lap in a single queue.

The start of the formation lap is given with standing cars. Overtakings are strictly
forbidden during the formation lap until the start line is crossed between lap 1
(formation) and lap 2 (first race lap).

Competitors must comply with the safety distances during the formation lap, to
avoid collisions. They must know the moves other racers are likely to make (like
warming tyres and brakes) and anticipate them. Be careful on the first corner!



6- Results and scoring
 

The results of each race as well as the cumulative rankings will be published on the
SLS.

Scale of points for the championship:
1st 15 points
2nd 11 points
3rd 9 points
4th 7 points
5th 6 points
6th 5 points
7th 4 points
8th 3 points
9th 2 points
10th 1 point

The bonus points.

1 bonus point for the pole position
1 bonus point for the fastest lap in race
1 bonus point for each driver that completed the race

7- Complaints and sanctions
 
Claims must be made by private message to the organizers of the championship
within 5 days after the race (on the forum in french or english:  http://france--
belgique.forumactif.com/forum ).

These  claims  must  be  specific  as  to  "who  does  what",  "where"  and  "when".
All  complaints  posted  on  any  public  area  of  the  site  or  elsewhere  will  not  be
considered by the organizing committee. 

The organization will give penalties according to the regulations.

- Here is the list of possible penalties based on incidents encountered:

- Warning
- start at the end of the grid for next race
- Drive through
- Stops & go from 5 seconds to 1 minute
- Disqualification for the next race
- Exclusion of the championship
- Exclusion of the whole LCC league

Note: two successive warnings match the second level of penalty, or starting at the
end of grid for the next race.

http://france--belgique.forumactif.com/forum
http://france--belgique.forumactif.com/forum


 8- Rules of conduct
 

A- Flags and signs respect

 Blue flag

If a pilot faster than you is  about to overlap, or if  if  he’s in a running lap on
qualifications, you have to keep your line and be prepared for being passed.

You have to make his passing easy (see B1).

 yellow flag

You can’t overtake pilotes in the same lap and the same pace (ie cars that aren't
standing and/or severely damaged) and you have to be cautious with your pace.
There’s a danger on the track (accident…)

 Checkered flag

Means the end of the race. Don’t slow down until you cross the line.

 Pit lane

Observe the speed limit , always use the limiter.
Observe lights sign ( Green light OK , blinking blue light indicates the arrival of one
or more cars).
Observe the way out, do not cut the white line.
If a car escapes the pits while another one comes from the track, the pit exiting
car must give the way.
Pit entry must be done by braking after having left the track itself,  or at least
escaping the race line before braking (do not brake suddenly if an opponent is just
behind you). At low speed, it is strictly forbidden to cross the racing line while
another car comes to join the pit entrance (give way first).

 
B- On the track
 
1- Overtaking

- In a straight line, a driver about to be passed can only change line once (no
zigzag allowed)

- Keep your line when you have a blue flag. You can slow down your pace, but
the passing car has to do the overtake.  In straightlines,  you can slightly
release throttle only if the faster car isn't anymore in your slipstream.

- When you are about to overtake a lapped pilot, you can use your lights to
show you are quicker and about to pass him.

 
2- Back to track



When off the track, be very cautious when you get back : follow white lines track
limits and be sure there’s nobody there at that time.

3 - Contacts

If you push or crash a car by mistake, you have to wait for this car back on track
and let him go first before to keep on racing.

4- Cuts

Follow the tracks limits (white lines). 2 wheels on the track is a minimum.

Give back the lead if you overtook an opponent thanks to an unintentional cut. If
you don't, or if you cut too often even without gaining places and/or time, you'll
get a penalty. An important time winning cut can give a penalty at the first time.

 

DURING  QUALIFICATIONS  AND  RACING  SESSION,  NO  CHAT  IS
ALLOWED on THE rFactor server
 
 

9- rFactor Server setup and Teamspeak address
 

- Flags : Black only
- Acceleration time : Normal
- Fuel Consumption: Normal
- Tyre wear : Normal
- Mechanical Failures : Normal
- Damage : 80%
- Permitted aids: TC, Clutch Auto
- Strategy : Free
- Server IP: lcc.ddns.net:34300

- TeamSpeak Address :  lcc.ddns.net
- Password: volant



10- Respect and fair-play
 

Racing like we do at the LCC league is a hobby and we shouldn't hear aggressive,
provocative or insulting talks here, such as any kind of unsporting behaviour or
cheat. This means :

Racers are asked to keep the races friendly.
 On track as well as off, don't do things on others that you wouldn't like to be

done on you,
 If another driver is faulty, prefer calm explanations or a report to organizers

than irritated reproaches,
 Get solid arguments before to accuse,
 If you commit a mistake that harms someone else's race, offer apologies and

analyze what happened in order to not repeat the mistake.

By taking part to this championship, you accept the rules and any actions the
organizers will take to catch cheaters. Those actions might need to install anti-
cheat softwares that monitor rFactor's or other applications' data and send them to
the organizers, but not only.

Organizers stay allowed to upgrade, modify or update those anti-cheat means at
any time during the season, if necessary.

Have a great championship!
 


